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Rejoicing in the fundraising success of fiscal year 2001, (from left) Christopher Reaske, vice president for 
development and alumni relations; Edward I. Masterman, chairman of the Trustee Committee on Development; 
Jon Westling, president: and Richard B. DeWolfe (MET'71), chairman of the Board of Trustees. 
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Boston University brought in $85.6 million in gifts during the 2001 fiscal year, continuing a six-year stretch of unprecedented growth in fundraising. The total easily exceeded the 
$73.4 million raised last year and surpassed the target 
figure set by the Office of Development and Alumni 
Relations. 
Cash raised in fiscal year 2001 was up 16.6 percent 
and new pledges 22 percent, reports Christopher 
Reaske, vice president for development and alumni 
relations. "From every point of view it's just been a 
great year," he said dt d July 11 celebration. The $85.6 
million total included the first instdllment of a $14 
million grant — the largest single private award in 
University history — from the Whitaker Founddtion, 
which supports research in biomedical engineering 
(see page 2). Reaske announced a 
goal of $100 million for the coming year. 
In fiscal year 1995, just before Reaske 
arrived dt BU, the University brought in 
$37.7 million. 
The recent success enables the 
University to be more generous with 
student financial aid, to be more 
competitive in attracting highly 
regarded professors, and to boost the 
visibility of its schools, said President Jon 
Westling at the celebration. Alluding to 
a capital campaign that the University 
is preparing to launch within the next 
two years, he said building on the 
momentum in fundraising will be impor-
tant in implementing planned improve-
ments to the Charles River Campus. 
Among them, he said, dre the develop-
ment of the Student Villdge at the site 
of the former Commonwealth Armory, 
to include a recreation ond wellness 
fecility, a hockey and basketball arena, and student 
residences (see bdck page). The arena, Westling said, 
will "give us for the first time a place where most of 
this Boston University community can be together in 
one place for important community activities." 
Such infrastructure upgrades, said Dick DeWolfe 
(MET'71), chairman of the University's Board of 
Trustees, are the next logical improvements to BU. 
Since 1970, he said, the University's vision "has been 
focused on building the credibility of Boston University. 
Now, as we look at 2001 and beyond, I ccn tell you 
it's going to be about building the buildings. Because 
we have that credibility, we hdve thdt faculty, we 
have that vision; what we really need now are first-
class accommodations." — David J. Craig 
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F r o m t h e 
V i c e P r e s i d e n t 
f o r D e v e l o p m e n t 
& A l u m n i R e l a t i o n s 
It seems like only 
few months ago 
that I drove up to 
Boston from Yale 
University to 
discuss coming to 
Boston University 
os vice president 
for development 
and dlumni 
reldtions. In reality, 
it was six years 
ago. I was fasci-
nated that Boston 
University had an 
incredibly strong 
academic end 
research profile 
but had not yet 
translated thdt 
strength into a 
solid, upward progression on the development front. To 
shorten this story, I left Yale, my own undergraduate alma 
mater, where I had been for twelve years in both academic 
and development positions, ond joined the Boston University 
team. At that point, in July of 1995, BU's gift income had 
stood at about $37.7 million for five years. If academic end 
research programs were to maintain their strength and 
grow, change was needed. And quickly. 
About everyone I met in my first months on campus 
asked whether I was going to announce a major University-
wide capital campaign right away. I said no. It would have 
been good to have had dn M.B.A. or at least courses in 
strategic planning. But alas, I had only a Ph.D. in English 
(from Harvard, known here as "that school across the river' 
and thus was armed with such strategies end guiding 
concepts as Keats's "a thing of beauty is a joy forever" an 
Emily Dickinson's "the soul selects her own society, then shuts 
the door." Hardly the stuff of a new battle plan. So I simply 
decided thdt whdt wds needed was a two-stage process, 
the first being to increase the annual gift income steadily 
from under $38 million, where it hod stuck, to $100 million. At 
that point we could consider a second stage, namely a 
major multi-year campaign worthy of Boston University. 
Happily, staff, faculty, alumni, and friends of the University 
responded to this straightforward two-stage plan, under-
girded dt every step by sharply honed strategies such cs "a 
rolling stone gathers no moss" (Publius Syrus, first century 
B.C.) and "the power of positive thinking" (Normon Vincent 
Pecle, STH'24, GRS'24, Hon.'86). 
Still lacking an M.B.A., I am pleased to report that we are 
on course. Having topped our goal of $85 million in the last 
fiscal year, we now are aiming for $100 million in this fiscal 
year. Everyone should shdre our pride in what has been 
accomplished. And all should olso be proud that we have 
just received the largest single founddtion gift in the 
University's history, $14 million to be paid out over five yeors 
by the Whitdker Foundation (see story on this page). A 
record grant — a record year. 
Keeping our development program on this course is vital 
if the University is to achieve its important objectives, so we 
need your continuing help. And I am glad to continue 
reading Shakespeare, since his history plays, among my 
favorite works, of course provide mdny good fundraising 
strategies for me to ponder. I'll shdre a few of them next 
time around. Meanwhile, I ask for your help and send my 
thanks for your commitment, support, and enthusidsm. 
Enjoy the fall, a joy forever. 
Cordidlly, 
B i o m e d i c a l 
Q 
( X ^ p. fL*— 
Christopher R. Reaske 
B o u n t y 
$14 million Whitaker Foundation Award Will Fund "Biomedical 
Engineering on a Grand Scale" 
The statement is concise and undimbiguous: "A giont thing hdppened." That's Kenneth Lutchen, chairman of the College of Engineering's department of biomediccl engineering, describing the phone call he received from the Whitaker Founddtion on 
June 10. The foundation had called to announce its intention to award BU a $14 million 
Leadership-Development award, the single largest private gift in University history. 
Lutchen, the award's principal investigator, is more loquacious when he details its signifi-
cance. The Virginia-based founddtion fulfills 
the wishes of Uncas Aeneas Whitaker 
(1900-1975), an engineer who left part of his 
fortune to support biomediccl engineering 
ond fund new mediccl devices. This grant 
for the creation of "meccas of excellence 
for training and practicing biomediccl 
engineering on a grand sccle" has been 
awarded only twice before over the 
foundation's twenty-six years. 
"The award makes two statements," 
says Lutchen. "It's validation that biomed-
ical engineering at BU already has a 
leadership status, that we have professors 
and students whose work synthesizes life 
sciences with computational modeling to 
give a better interface with the human 
condition and how it works. We olreedy do it in a way that is comprehensive enough for other 
institutions to emulate. And it is a vote of confidence in the vision that we proposed, in which 
educctional enhancements will be coupled with research impact." 
And when it comes to outlining what the award will do for BU, there is simply no way for 
Lutchen to be brief. The Whitaker Leadership-Development Program in Cellular and 
Subcellular-Based Biomediccl Engineering seeks to train the next generation of biomedical 
engineers to "understand the machinery of life, and how localized defects in the genetic code 
lead to humon disease." As Lutchen puts it, "We will be able to understand the science behind 
enalyses of biological systems, to evaluate huge numbers of genes at the same time, to look at 
the design of micro- and nano-scale biological systems, to do very sophisticated didgnostic 
testing and monitoring at the molecular level, and even to build molecular systems. Which 
means that we will be educcting engineers well into the future, training them not just in today's 
technology, but preparing them to develop the next generation's." 
Lutchen's new generation won't come just from the College of Engineering; the award is an 
institutional one, and its benefits will be felt ecross the University. "We're going to add an 
explicit component of this program at the School of Medicine, with joint appointments made in 
ENG end MED. Most mediccl schools in and of themselves don't have the capacity to do 
genomics or engineering, but ours will have a bioengineering presence," Lutchen continues. To 
this end, three of the twelve new faculty to be hired through the grant will have joint appoint-
ments at MED. Seven more will be in the department of biomediccl engineering (BME) only, 
and, further reflecting the interdisciplinary nature of the grant, one will be in manufacturing 
engineering and one in chemical engineering. 
The award will also strengthen facilities for Engineering, School of Medicine, and Arts and 
Sciences research and teaching. On the Charles River Campus, 24,600 net square feet will be 
configured for the Whitaker Laboratories in Cellular and Subcellulcr Biomedical Engineering and 
Kenneth Lutchen (left) chats with School of 
Medicine Dean Aram Chobanian at a reception 
celebrating the Whitaker Foundation grant. 
Biomedical graduate students were important members of the team that won the award, 
Lutchen told the guests at the reception, and many were there to celebrate. 
the Whitaker Biomedical Engineering Computational Center, and new space will be dedicated 
to physiological systems dynamics and protein and genomic engineering. The funds will allow 
renovation of existing space and construction of a building for faculty from BME and from the 
Arts and Sciences departments of biology, chemistry, and computer science. And over at the 
MED campus, an additional 3,400 square feet will be dedicated to the Whitaker Biomedical 
Engineering and Computational Genomics Core. 
The proposal submitted for the award reflected a "University-wide vision," notes Lutchen. 
"This proposal was really possible because of teamwork and vision, because everyone from the 
central administration to faculty and students was extremely helpful. And ds a result, the whole 
University benefits." 
Then Lutchen stops, looks at the clock. He has not paused once in the half hour it has taken 
to outline the scope of the award. He smiles, wonders dloud whether he has gone on too long, 
and then shakes his head. "I'm so excited dbout it, I have trouble focusing on all the other 
things I should be doing. It really is spectacular." — Lesleigh Cushing 
C a r l o s S a m o u r : 
P e r c e p t i v e B i o c h e m i s t a n d G r a t e f u l A l u m n u s 
Car/os Samour (GRS'50) 
In the late 1980s, as chairman of MacroChem Corp., Carlos Samour (GRS'50) focused on a technology in which he saw great promise: trans-
dermal drug delivery. His hunch was right — 
researchers now recognize that the skin is an excel-
lent delivery route for drugs. And SEPA, a drug-
absorption agent for which he oversaw develop-
ment, has proved a valuable alternative to oral and 
intravenous drug application. 
MacroChem now concentrates on areas of 
sexual dysfunction, dermatological conditions, pain 
management, and hormone replacement therapy. 
"We are anxiously awaiting the results of several 
clinical studies on the transdermal delivery of drugs 
using SEPA technology," says Samour, who has 
returned to the retirement that he abandoned in 
1982 to start up MacroChem. 
Samour, who earned a Ph.D. in organic 
chemistry at the Gradudte School of Arts and 
Sciences and stayed on for two yeors ds d postdoc-
toral research fellow, has donated more than half a 
million dollars in MacroChem stock to the Samour 
Professorship, which he established in 1986 to 
enhance relationships among researchers at Arts 
and Sciences, the College of Engineering, and the 
School of Medicine end to strengthen University-
industry reldtions. 
Samour also donated $10,000 in MacroChem 
stock to the Arts and Sciences Endowment Fund, 
the income of which will support faculty professor-
ships, fellowships for graduate students, and under-
gradudte programs. "I'm very excited cbout the 
fund," says Samour. "The Dean's Advisory Council 
for the Arts ond Sciences enthusiastically supported 
this idea, end a matching gift program has been 
created for this important new venture" (see box). 
Samour, who received a University Alumni Award 
for Distinguished Service to Alma Mater in 1994, took 
his B.A. and M.A. in chemistry from American 
University of Beirut in 1942 and 1944 and his M.S. in 
organic chemistry from MIT in 1947. Having 
completed his BU postdoctoral fellowship, he 
became a research chemist at Kendall Company; 
by 1973 he was director of the company's corpo-
rate Lexington Research Laboratory. 
— Brian Fitzgerald 
S a r g e n t 
Many students with shared inter-ests — music, Italian, or the classics, for example — live 
together in turn-of-the-century buildings on 
Bay State Road. Soon Sorgent College 
students will have a specialty residence on 
the leofy thoroughfore to call their own: 
the Federal-style rowhouse at 205 Bay 
State Road. 
BU Trustee Sharon Goode Ryan 
(SAR'70) is heading the committee 
organized to raise $1 million for the 
renovation and ndming of the building. 
But the Sergent House Campaign, initiated 
this fall, will create more than a residence 
hall in a restored 1899 home. The ultimate 
goal is to strengthen the community of 
Sargent students end alumni. "It will give 
students a pldce to come to, a place to 
live that is unique to them," Ryan says. 
"We're hoping it also will provide a place 
for alumni to return to." 
The University will restore the handsome 
building — one of a row of six matching 
brick bowfronts — to how it looked a 
century ago, exposing original woodwork 
and fireptaces. "Bringing the building back 
F o r t h e 
F u t u r e o f 
A r t s a n d 
S c i e n c e s 
Dennis Berkey 
The Arts and Sciences Endowment Fund, 
a discrete component of the University's 
endowment, is permanently invested, 
with the income exclusively available for 
uses designated by the CAS dean. To 
stimulate growth of the fund, Dennis 
Berkey, University provost and dean of 
Arts and Sciences, will match every gift to 
the fund made through December 31, 
2001, with a transfer of an equal amount, 
up to a total of $1 million, crediting the 
donor for University recognition (but not 
tax purposes) with the matching transfer 
as well as the gift. Gifts of all sizes are 
welcome. Additional information is avail-
able from Gretchen von Schlegell, 
director of development and alumni 
relations for Arts and Sciences, at 
617/353-5829 or gvons@bu.edu. — BF 
Sargent College Dean Alan Jette and Sharon Ryan (SAR'70) in front of the 
future Sargent House. 
is a labor of love," Ryan says. Sargent 
House will offer housing for up to twenty-
six Sargent students, dlong with space 
where dlumni and friends of the college 
can gather and socialize. The committee 
hopes to reach its fundraising goal by May 
2002, enabling completion of the renova-
tions in time for the start of the 2002-2003 
academic year. 
Ryan hes long been octive in clumni 
events dnd fundraising efforts. She has 
been a vice president of the Boston 
University Alumni (BUA) Executive Board, 
dnd she led the dlumni-initiated 
cempaign that funded the restoration of 
Marsh Plaza. She was elected to the 
Board of Trustees lost fall. 
Ryan is enthusiastic about her latest 
University undertdking. "I would just like 
to make sure that everyone feels a part 
of the campaign, that no gift is too 
small," she says. "We want to include 
everyone who wants to participate." 
For more information about the 
Sargent House Campaign, please contact 
Jennifer Shepard at 617/353-5246 or 
jeshepar@bu.edu. — Cynthia Buccini 
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This ros te r i n c l u d e s gifts t o r a d i o s t a t i o n W B U R a n d t o t h e c a m p a i g n t o b u i l d a n e w Hillel H o u s e . 
Gifts and Pledges of 
$1,000,000 to $5,000,000 
Anonymous 
Louis J. Fox LAW'68 
Michael T. Lee GSM'86 
Frederick S. Pardee SMG'54,GSM'54 
Carlos M. Samour GRS'50 
J. Michael Schell LAW'76 
Laszlo N.Tauber 
Gerald Tsai Jr. CAS'49,GRS'49,SMG'51 
Gifts and Pledges of 
$500,000 to $999,999.99 
Anonymous 
Alice H. Barreca SAR'53* 
Christopher A. Barreca DGE'50,LAW'53* 
Earle M. Chiles 
Alan Gerry 
Inez Lopez 
Thomas J. Ryan 
John F.Smith Jr. GSM'65,Hon.'93 
Gifts of $250,000 to $499,999.99 
Sarkis J. Kechejian MED'63 
Ira L. Rennert 
Natalie J. Simpson CAS'48,GRS'50 
Barbara J. Sloane 
Marshall M. Sloane SMG'49 
Bettina Sonderegger 
Gifts of $100,000 to $249,999.99 
Anonymous (2) 
Nancy E. Barton LAW'76* 
Philips. Beck LAW'76 
Maxwell V. Blum SMG'48 
Michael E. Bronner SMG'82 
Robert J. Brown 
Raymond J. Buell Jr. SED'54 
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm G. Chace III 
Hwei Li Chang 
Frederick H. and Elizabeth Chicos 
Clyde R. Claus CAS'56 
Robert E. Davoli 
Marcia H. Carter DeWolfe 
Richard B. DeWolfe MET'71 
Sidney J. Feltenstein Jr. COM'62 
Stanley J. Gelin SMO'49 
Anoh P. Hanson LAW'51 
Glen R. Johnson 
David M. Myers 
CorinneC. NettletonSSW'55 
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Nolen 
John R. Robinson CAS'61,LAW'64 
JackSpivack 
Leslie Srager LAW'61 
Edward Victor GRS'36,SED'41 
Suzanne S. Winston 
Edward J. Zander GSM'75 
Gifts of $50,000 to $99,999.99 
Anonymous (3) 
Jan Adelson 
Warren J. Adelson CAS'63,GRS'64 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold C. Booth 
Stanley K. Brockman MED'55 
Anne F. Brooke 
Edward W. Brooke LAW'48,'50,Hon.'68 
Arthur J. Brown SMG'35 
Kenneth D. Chicos 
John F. Cogan Jr. 
Orrie M. Friedman 
Madeleine and Norman Gaut 
MaryF. Hartingh SAR'39 
Jeanne M. Knox 
Robert A. Knox CAS'74,SMG'75 
Harold S. Larkin 
Jay Y. Lee 
Susan Hartsig LekSED'71 
Alan M. Leventhal 
George D. Lilly CGS'54,COM'56 
Edward F. MacNichol Jr. 
Linda P. Marsh 
James W. Pope SMG'51,GSM'56 
Paul Rothbaum 
Elayne Russek 
John and Kathryn Silber 
Maria N. Stata CAS'62 
Ray Stata 
John M. Stewart 
Robert D. Taggart 
Mr. and Mrs. George Vardinoyannis 
Linda Yellin 
Robert E.Yellin CAS'61 
Gifts of $25,000 to $49,999.99 
Anonymous (4) 
Noubar B. Afeyan 
Mr. and Mrs. Norman W. Alpert 
Terry L. Andreas COM'64 
Dorothy Anne Shapiro Borenstein 
SMG'36 
Mr. and Mrs. George Burr 
Robert T. Butler LAW'55 
John S. and Letitia M. Carter 
Aram V. Chobanian 
Gerard H. Cohen LAW'62 
Dexter A. Dodge SMG'56 
J. Newton Esdaile CAS'24,LAW'27,'29t 
Annette Schaffer Eskind SSW'51 
Itchko Ezratti 
Elen J. Flannery LAW'78* 
Pasquale Freda 
Jacob W. Friedman 
Margaret Gaskins Gill LAW'64 
Richard Cartier Godfrey LAW'79 
Davis Greene 
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Hamblett 
Stanley J. Hatoff SMG'49 
Gardner C. Hendrie and Karen 
Johansen 
Leon C. Hirsch 
George N. Hurd Jr. LAW48 
Simone M. Iteld 
Artemis A. W. Joukowsky LAW'58 
Gary A. Kraut CGS'64,COM'66 
Charles Kunkle 
Louis E. Lataif SMG'61,Hon.'90* 
Susan E. Leeman 
William F. Macauley LAW 69 
Rocco S. Marino MED'42 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerard M. Martin 
Karen Basil Mavrides CAS'68 
Jean E. McPhail 
J. Kenneth Menges Jr. SMG'79 
Charles Mosesian 
PeterJ.MozdenMED'53 
Richard W. Neu CAS'61 
Dean E. Palin SMG'90 
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Patten 
Arna Power CAS'52 
Allen I. Questrom SMG'64* 
Kelli Questrom 
Neil St. John Raymond 
Johanna H. Ross 
Herbert Schilder 
JoanB. Schilder GRS'77 
Jerome Serchuck 
Mr. and Mrs. Ernst H. von Metzsch 
Gifts of $10,000 to $24,999.99 
Anonymous (9) 
Abdulkarim Abdulkarim 
William D. Adams GSM'97 
Edward T. Anderson 
HaroldS. AnsinSMG'30,76 
Ronald M. Ansin 
William Y.W.Au CAS'51,MED'55* 
Edward Avedisian SFA'59,'61 
Kamal Abdullah Bahamdan ENG'94 
Brent Baker 
Steven Baker 
Richard F. Balsam 
David J. Baraban 
Norman W. Barron SMG'38 
George Beckerman GSM'40 
John J. Belsky CAS'31,MED'34t 
James A. Berluti COM'78 
William J. Bicknell 
Bruce G. Bond CAS'49,GRS'50 
Frederic A. Bourke Jr. 
Allen G. Brailey Jr. MED'56 
William J. Bresnan 
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Brownstein 
Richard M.Burnes Jr. GSM'71 
Howard D. Buzzee 
Andrew M. Carter 
Irene Christopher CAS'44 
Howard L Clark Jr. SMG'67 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel K. Clark 
Alan L Cohen COM'78* 
Bernard Cohen LAW 48 
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Colcord 
Herbert I. Corkin 
Michael F. Cronin 
Andrew B. Crummy Jr. MED'55 
Arthur J. Cunningham SMG'40 
Tarik Daoud 
Edith G. De Angelis SAR'51,SED'55,'77 
Ronald R. Dion CAS'68 
Elaine D'Orio SMG'67 
Frank D'Orio Jr. SMG'67 
Clark E. Downs CAS'68,LAW'73 
Dr. and Mrs. Dennis L. Draizin 
Elliot L. Driben 
Robert L Dubofsky SMG'60,'61 
Dean S. Edmonds Jr. 
Shirley G. Efroymson-Kahn SAR'47 
John J. Egan LAW'84 
Josephine M. Elliott CAS'46 
Jay H. Espovich LAW'70* 
Bonnie T. Feld CAS'73 
Kenneth J. Feld SMG'70 
William D. Felton CGS'62,SMG'64 
Walter D. Finch SMG'35 
Samuel Finkielsztein 
George A. Finley III 
Frederick B. Fitts Jr. CAS'65 
Cheryl Forte 
Daniel R.Frank SMG'79 
Frances G. Frank CAS'74,SSW'79 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Gable 
A. Sandy Gallin CGS'60,COM'62 
Carl J. Goldberg 
Robert B. Goldfarb LAW'67 
Merle F. Goldstein CAS'59 
Stanley P. Goldstein 
Neva R. Goodwin GRS'88 
Alan Winston Granwell LAW'68,'69 
Clifton A. Grayer Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip T. Gross 
Russel A. Gullotti CAS'64 
Jane A. Hale 
SungEun Han-Andersen SFA'85 
Michael A. Hart SDM'80 
Edward J. Hartnett SMG'54,GSM'58* 
Ruth B. Hayward CAS'35 
Donald S. Heaton SMG'68,GSM'70 
Mr. and Mrs. William W. Helman 
Mr. and Mrs. Sigmund E. Herzstein 
Eugene D. Hill III GSM'80 
Timothy T. Hilton LAW'78* 
Dr. and Mrs. James H. Jackson 
David A. JayeCGS'74 
Thomas W.Jones GSM'78 
Louis L. Kaitz SMG'47,MET'78 
Donna R. Kalikow 
Martin Kalikow LAW'71 
David V. Karney GSM'48 
Arnold M. Katz COM'62 
Mr. and Mrs. Uri Kaufthal 
Said T. Khoury 
Kevin J. Kinsella 
Robin and Brad Klatt 
William H. Kleh LAW'71 
Frederick R. Kobrick CAS'69 
Raymond Lowell Kotcher COM'79 
GittaM. KurlatSMG'63,LAW'65 
Marie J. Langlois 
David Larkin 
Charles Reiner Lax SMG'82 
Morgan Levine 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Lingelbach 
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Lowell II 
Paul A. Maeder 
Barry M. Manuel CAS'54,MED'58 
James E. Marsh 
Edward I. Masterman 
Sydell Masterman 
Christopher Mastrangelo LAW'95 
Thomas D. McKieman CAS'42 
Michael W. Merrill LAW'76 
Jacqueline H.Miller CAS 70 
Steven A. Miller CAS70,MED70 
N. Stephen Ober CAS'82,MED'86 
Hytho Haseotes Pantazelos MED'63 
Peter T.Paul GSM71 
Richard LPearlstone SMG'69 
Steven P. Perlman SDM76 
Christophers. Pilalas SMG75 
M. Douglass Poirier CAS73,MED76 
The Stone Distinguished Lecture Series Expands the CGS Curriculum 
Stanley Stone (CGS'64, SMG'66) is enthusiastic about the College of General Studies. "When I think 
about BU, I think about my two years at 
CGS very fondly," soys Stone. "The intel-
lectual experience was powerful. I was 
extremely impressed with the program." 
So impressed that he has donoted 
more than $70,000 since 1989 to fund a 
distinguished lecture series at CGS. 
Professors from MIT, Harvard, and the 
University of Pennsylvania, along with 
authors and others, have spoken on 
topics ranging from "How Galileo 
Changed the Rules of Science" and 
"Environmental Change and Violent 
Conflict" to "Literature, War, and Art." 
Stone is a firm believer in what he 
calls the college's "holistic approach to 
educdtion." He soys he erected the 
series to complement the comprehen-
sive two-yeor, team-taught liberal arts 
program with lectures that take a 
similarly interdisciplinary approach. 
That was evident in the April lecture 
supported by the Stanley P. Stone Distinguished Lecture Series Fund. It was, in 
fdet, much more than a lecture. "Fascinating Rhythm: Musical Theatre and the 
CGS Dean Linda Wells and Stanley P. Stone (CGS'64. SMG'66) at 
"Fascinating Rhythm: Musical Theatre and the American Urban 
Experience," the latest in the Stanley P. Stone Distinguished Lecture Series 
Americcn Urbdn Experience" provided 
history in the form of o thedtriccl concert 
feoturing Broadway stars Sherry Boone (she 
has appeared in Marie Christine and 
Ragtime), Tommy Hollis (The Adventures of 
Tom Sawyer, Ragtime), and Sal Viviano {The 
Three Musketeers, City of Angels), as well as 
musical director Jimmy Roberts (composer 
for / Love You, You're Perfect, Now Change). 
Together, they sang songs from such 
musicals as The Wizard of Oz, Of Thee I Sing, 
Finian's Rainbow, and Porgy and Bess. 
"The songs become popular within the 
culture, and they became a part of the 
folklore," Stone says. "We tried to get ocross 
thot this music wes d product of the times." 
Deena Rosenberg, founding chair of the 
Gradudte Musical Thedtre Writing Program 
at New York University's Tisch School of the 
Arts, was the brains behind the show's 
brawn, providing interpolated narration and 
commentary. 
Stone, who loyally attends each lecture, 
looks forward to the continued success of 
his eponymous lecture series ond sdys he will 
remain committed to funding it. "This is a gift that you give to everybody," he 
sdys. Expect to see this gift grow for years to come. — Kristen Detsis (CAS'02) 
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A F a m i l y A f f a i r 
Siti Mohamed Kibana of Somalia (left) and Mudherwa Mwavita of the Democratic 
Republic of Congo attend a class offered through the Intergenerational Literacy 
Project. 
a T y 
efore this program, I could not write my name," 
says Santos de Arguetd of the Intergenerational 
Literacy Project (ILP). "Now, I send letters to my 
mother in El Solvador. I can also help my small children with 
their homework, and I can read books with them." The ILP, a 
family literacy program founded by School of Educdtion 
Associate Professor Jeanne Paratore (SED'83), serves 
residents of Chelsea, Massachusetts, where more than 
70 percent of families with school-age children speck a 
language other than English at home. The program is an 
initiative of the Boston University/Chelsea Partnership, which 
was established in 1989 to reform 
Chelsea's public schools. 
The ILP's success is demonstrated not 
only by enthusiastic testimonials from 
students, but also by its basic statistics: 
with an average enrollment of 180 
families a year, the program has an 
attendance rate more than 25 percent 
higher than the national average for 
family literacy programs and a retention 
rate of more than 80 percent. This 
impressive track record hds not gone 
unnoticed; the ILP recently received d 
$55,000 grant from the Nellie Moe 
Education Founddtion and a $10,000 
grant from Citizens Bank, funding d 
significcnt portion of its $300,000 annual 
operating budget. 
Now led by Bdrbdra Krol-Sincioir 
(SED'82,'96), the ILP has been celled a 
model program by the Massachusetts Family Literacy 
Consortium. Its longevity can be attributed in part to its 
realistic approach: for instance, on-site childccre, which 
includes literacy cctivities, is offered so parents can devote 
their full attention to classroom studies. Indeed, Maria Teresa 
Chavez of Mexico describes the experience ds d "fdrnily 
affair" — she attends with her husband, her sister, and their 
children. "It has made a big difference in our attitude and 
lifestyle ds a family," she says. "We come here to learn a 
language different from our own so we can participate in 
the life of our community." — Jennifer Gormanous Burke 
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Earle Groper LAW'58 
Barbara Groth 
Robert E. Graver SDM'92 
Ronald Groves SDM'94 
Peter J. Grua 
C. Steven Gulrich SDM76 
Bert L Gusrae LAW'61 
L. Carlisle Gustin CGS'65,COM'67 
Ernest M. Haddad LAW'64 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Hadden III 
Philip N. Hadley DGE'49,SED'51,'52 
Joseph H. Hagan SED'60,Hon.'93 
Jon L. Hagler* 
Donald M. Hague CAS75 
Sidney J. Hajjar LAW'56 
John L Hall II CAS'65 
Jean P. Hammond CAS'76 
Walter E. Hanley Jr. LAW76 
Jeanne M. Hannan SAR'53 
Steven T. Hannigan GSM79 
David F. Hannon 
Arnold P. Hanson Jr. LAW74 
Harold R. Hanson MED'48 
John F. Hanson SDM'64 
Edward W. Harbert III COM77 
Alfred C. Harcourt SMG'39,GSM'45 
Mr. and Mrs. G. Felda Hardymon 
Mr. and Mrs. Mohammed 
Saeed Hareb 
Elisabeth Harper 
Nicholas Harrington 
Andrew M. Harris SMG'89,GSM'95 
Caryn Levine Harris SED73 
Mercia M. Harrison 
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce W. Hart 
Susan R. Hartley CAS'76 
Mason N. Hartman CAS'49 
Nancy Marsh Hartman SFA'52 
David B. Hartmann MED70 
Lisbeth Rashkind Hartzell SED'77 
Kelley E. Harwood GRS'88 
Dr. and Mrs. George Hatsopoulos 
Dean M. Houseman III SDM'87 
JereR. HausfaterSMG72 
Robert W. Hawley Jr. SMG74 
Michihiko Hayashida CAS'49,MED'53 
Terrence W. Hayes SDM 75 
Annamarie Hayes-Eggert 
CAS'47,GRS'48,SED78 
Kamlyn R. Haynes CAS'89,MED'97 
RoxAnn J. Haynes SED'56 
Charles Hazard 
Ina Heafitz 
Gerald B.Healy MED'67 
Robert W. Healy MED'67 
Anne Hecht and Robert Harrold 
Peter H. Heerwagen CAS'68 
William C. Helliesen* 
Mr. and Mrs. G. William Helm Jr. 
Joseph Phillips Helyar DGE'63,CAS'66 
Mary-Jane Hemperley Hon.'88 
Douglas Henderson CAS'40,Hon.'69 
Lester K. Henderson Jr. MED'69 
Christopher C. Henes DGE70,CAS73 
Gary Henry 
Patty J. Herdlicka* 
Eileen M. Herlihy LAW'82 
George M. Herlihy LAW47 
Marcia Edelstein Herrmann MED'78 
Barry J. Hershey 
Roy D. Heymann Jr. SMG'47 
Robert B. Hibbard STH'54,GRS'57 
Betsy Russel HickeyC0M71 
Helen K. Hickey SAR'50,SED'54 
William P. Hickey COM74,GSM79 
Mr. and Mrs. William Hicks 
Edith A. Hill 
William C. Hillman LAW'57,'68 
Dwight R. Hilson COM'81 
Anne L. Hilton 
Roberts. Hinds SMG'43 
George L. Hines CAS'69,MED'69 
Lawrence A. Hinshaw STH'56,'57 
Ann S. Hintlian 
Constantine Hionides 
Charles A. Hirsch LAW'60 
Michael G. Hirsh MED'63 
James M.Hobin Jr. CGS'64 
Betsy B. Hochberg CAS75 
Laurence J. Hoffman LAW'67 
"matched gift tdeceased 
Phylis E. Hoffman SFA'61,'67 
William F. Hofmann III CGS'63,SMG'66 
Floriana T. Hogan PAL'40,GRS'41,'55 
Michael L Hogan CAS'77 
Brenda D. Hoisington CAS'OO 
Craig A. HolchCAS'83 
Richard G.Holland Jr. SMG'49 
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Lewis Bond Hollinger 
David E. Hollowell ENG'6?,72,GSM74 
Kathleen A. Hollowell GRS71,SED'77 
Anne S. Holtzworth 
Gordon C. Honig SDM78/80 
Diane E. Hook GSM'86* 
Esther A. H.Hopkins CAS'47* 
Ann-Ellen Hornidge 
Alan N. Horwitz SMG'65 
Sumner L. Horwitz 
Amos B. Hostetter Jr. 
Karen Elliott House 
Carl C. Howard CAS'68,LAW73 
Margot Howard 
George H. Howell 
Alan D. Hubley SDM75 
Gregory E. Hudson 
CAS73,LAW76,GSM77 
Christopher V. Hughes 
Justin Hughes SDM'99 
Peter M. Hunt SMG73,LAW77,'85* 
GeriR. Hunter SDM'92 
Richard E. Hunter MED'44 
Ruth A. Hunter ENG'64,GSM'86 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Hurlbut 
Herbert J. Hurwitz 
Gary R.Hutchinson SMG'68 
Mr. and Mrs. John J. laconelli 
Harry M. lannotti MED'66 
John P. lappini SMG'68,GSM77 
Malcolm G. Idelson MED'53 
David Ingall CAS'52,GRS'53,MED'57 
Roscoe E. Irving SMG'49* 
Gerald T. Iseda GSM'89 
Carl H. Iseman SMG73 
Diane R. Iseman SED72 
Gerald A. Isenberg SDM'65 
Lois Isenman 
Hideo H. Itabashi CAS'49,MED'54 
Charles Jackson Jr. 
Constance E. Jackson SED'63,'66,74 
Sumner Kaufman 
Richard C. Keane Jr. COM'66 
Gordon A. KeilSMG'71 
Jean L. Keith 
Rachel Boone Keith MED'49 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Kelleher 
Deborah A. Kelley 
Kevin H. Kelley SMG72 
Edward B. Kellogg 
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Kellogg 
Charles K. Kenosian GRS'60 
Elisabeth M. Kenosian 
DGE'49,CAS'51,GRS'52 
Mehrbod Kharazi SDM'95,'98 
Eileen R. Kibrick GRS'47 
Thomas B. Kilgore 
Howard M. Kilguss CAS'67 
James D. Killian GRS'51 
Paul J. Killoran MED'54 
Bockja Kim GRS'93 
Roy Bonwon Kim CAS'98 
Annetta J. Kimball MED'68 
Jason A. King 
Nancy P. King 
John M. Kingsland 
Lowell V. Kingsley CAS'40,SED'43 
Joan J. Kingston SAR'50* 
James E. Kinlan 
Stephen M. Kirk CAS'88 
Elaine B. Kirshenbaum 
CAS71,SED72,SPH79 
Susan Morser Klem 
Rikki J. Klieman LAW'75 
Jeffrey K. Klingenstein CAS72,MED75 
Todd L. C. Klipp 
Donna L Klitzman CAS'87,MED'87 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Knesek 
Delos L. Knight III* 
Richard V. Knoff SDM75 
Niki S. Kobacker 
Dr. and Mrs. Baroukh E. Kodsi 
Michael J. Kohn CGS'84,CAS'86* 
Mr. and Mrs. Socrates Kokkalis 
John L. Kokulis GSM'83 
S. Joel Kolko CAS70,LAW73 
Harry Kolodner CAS'71,MED71 
Ellen G. Koplow DGE70,CAS72 
Lewis F. Kornfeld Jr. Hon.'81* 
Robert A. Lawrence 
Ruth M. Lawrence MED'64 
Edith R. Lawson SAR'51 
Michael E. Lawson 
Lino Lazazzera 
Frank T LeBart COM'49* 
Homan E. Leech MED'36* 
EarleLeederSMG'55,'56 
A. Dix Leeson 
David M. LeFebvre SMG'90 
Mr. and Mrs. David LeFebvre 
parents of above David 
Frances Lehman 
Heidi M. Lehner 
Howard M. Leibowitz 
Paul M. Leiman CAS72,MED74 
SoniaM. Lelet SAR'61 
Lionel Lenkinski SDM'82 
Karen Kay Leonard SED'65 
Jerome Lerman 
Seth P. Lemer MED'81 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald S. Leslie Jr. 
Irma M. Lessel MED77 
Christine W. and David Letts 
William R. Levin SDM'72 
Larry Levine CGS78,MET'80 
Paul A. Levine CAS'68,MED'68 
Ruth R. Levine 
Mr. and Mrs. Sy Levine 
Ann R. Levison GRS'51* 
Lewis J. Levitan SDM76 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Levitt 
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Levy 
George H. Lewald CAS'48,LAW'51 
Paul A. Lewis 
Donald V.Liang SDM'70 
Darald R. Libby LAW'62 
Albert U. Liberatore SDM'83 
Michael W. Lieber CAS'61 
Joann M. Lindenmayer 
T. F. Lindley STH'45,GRS'52 
Eli Lipcon SMG'67 
Janet Palmer Lipcon 
Sumner H. Lipman SMG'63,LAW'66 
Deborah Cotton Lipsett MED76 
Martha Lipshitz 
Paul D. Lipsitt LAW'52 
Amy N. Lipton LAW79 
Sam A. Margolis CAS'55,GRS'63 
A. V. Mariano MED'59 
Theodore E. Marks SMG'82 
Gladys A. MarpleCAS'41* 
Margaret M. Martin SFA'62 
Stephen A. Martin CAS'80* 
Morton E. Marvin LAW'61 
Francis C. Mason MED'54 
Luigi Mastroianni Jr. MED'50,Hon.73 
Peter E. Masucci CAS70 
Christopher J. Matchett CAS'86 
Nelson E. Mather III DGE'52,SMG'54* 
J. Jay Matloff CAS'41,MED'43 
Charles S. Matoian SED'61 
Sumner M. Matorin 
David E. Matson ENG'62,GSM'67 
Bruce P. Matzkin LAW'96 
Ronald B.May SMG'87 
Nancy J. Mayer 
Susan Mayer CAS'71 
William L. Mayer 
Gerald E. Mayo CAS'53 
William W. Mayo-Smith 
Gail Mazur 
Michael J. McCabe MET'87* 
Read K. McCaffrey 
John F. McCahan 
Thomas P. McCann 
Edward D. McCarthy CAS'60,LAW'62 
Richard F. McCarthy LAW'68 
William L. McCarthy MED'54 
Peter McCausland LAW74 
Thomas V. McClammy SDM'99 
Elizabeth P. McClendon 
Samuel and Natalie Jacobson 
McCracken 
Mr. and Mrs. Norman E. McCulloch Jr. 
Kathleen 1. McCullough 
Edward J. McDonald Jr. 
Marjorie McDonald 
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford N. McDonnell 
Sean McDonough 
Roger M. McDowell ENG'69* 
James F. McHugh LAW'70 
Timm E. Mclntyre COM'95 
John H.MclverENG'81 GRS'90* 
Patrice Fox Mclver CAS'82* 
Kyle McKinney 
John C. McManama 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C. McNay 
Robert F. Meenan MED72,GSM'89 
Suzanne R. Megenity SDM'93 
Frederick A. Meier SED'41 
Louise M.Meier CAS'29.GRS'30 
Gail Lutz Meisel CAS'66* 
Murray Melbin 
James C. Melby 
Michael E. Melody 
Mr. and Mrs. Buford H. Melton 
Anne T. Melvin LAW88 
Edward Menges MED74 
Galo E. Martinez Merchan 
Albert W. Merck 
Anne N. Merian SMG'47 
Marcy Syms Merns COM75 
Catherine A. Merrill 
Mr. and Mrs. David E. Merrill 
Anne Meyer 
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick A. Meyer 
Henrietta Meyer 
Marshall Michaelian SDM79* 
William F. Michaud LAW63 
MarkS. Michelman MED'67 
Jack B. Middleton LAW'56 
Eugene B. Mihaly 
Richard E. Mikels SMG'69,LAW72 
Brian H. Miller SDM75 
Frances H. Miller LAW'65 
Gerald C. Miller LAW'69,LAW70 
Gina B. Miller 
Jonathan S. Miller SMG73,COM75 
Melvin B. Miller 
Ronald 1. Miller Jr. 
Trevor Miller and Kim Wiliams 
Cathy E. Minehan 
Robert P. Minihane SED'61 
William A. Minnick 
Evvajean Mintz GRS'64 
Robert Mirak 
Helene Mirikitani CAS'74 
Elliott 1. Mishara DGE'51,LAW55,GSM'61 
Elsie P. Mitchell 
Jacqueline S. Mitchell COM'OO 
Saly Mitchell 
FardadMobedSDM'92,'00 
Edward N.MollerSMG'80 
Mr. and Mrs. Ira A. Jackson 
Noel S. Jackson 
Orton P. Jackson Jr. CAS'74 
Robert M. Jackson CAS73.MED76 
Susan M. Jackson 
Zhimon Jacobson SDM'81,'82 
F.Don James STH'54,GRS'59 
Matthew James* and Deborah 
Parsons Burns 
Kurt Jamiel 
Robert A. JayeSED'93,'98 
Marjorie S. Jeffries 
Peter F.Jeffries MED'60 
A. Diehl Jenkins CAS'65 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Jerlin 
Yanling Jiang SDM'91,'95/99 
Nancy R. Joaquim SFA'60 
Richard R. Joaquim SFA'59 
Gregory Jobin-Leeds 
Clifford L. Johnson SDM'OO 
Mr. and Mrs. Holden Johnson Jr. 
Justine A. Johnson 
Robert E. Johnson Jr. GSM 77 
Ruth Bellatty Johnson SED'30 
Mr. and Mrs. S. Curtis Johnson* 
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Johnston IV* 
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Joyce 
W. MathewJuechterSMG'55 
Sadru P. Kabani 
John S. Kacewicz SDM'75/77 
Joseph H. Kahn 
Philip L. Kamaras CAS'77 
Benjamin Kaminer 
James G. Kamitses 
Edwin M. Kania Jr. 
Ann Kanter 
Warren Kantrowitz MED'60* 
Donald M. Kaplan MED73 
Lawrence E. Kaplan SMG'65,LAW'6f_ 
Richard E. Kaplan LAW'80 
Michael LKaplowitz CAS'74 
Richard C. Kardovich SDM'70 
Harold Karlin CAS'39,MED'42 
Muriel Kasdon 
AmalieM. KassSED'63 
Laura A. Kaster LAW73* 
Kenneth P. Kato MED'89 
Charlotte R. Kaufman SFA'68 
Donald S. Kaufman 
Leslie S. Kaufman 
Diana Korzenik 
Lawrence M. Kosow SMG75,GSM77 
Phylis H. Koteen MED'42 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. Kotkins Jr. . 
Gail S. Kaplan Kraft MED70 
Mary Kraft CAS72,MED75 
Myra H. Kraft 
Fred M. Krainin CAS'81,MED'81 
Marion R. Kramer CAS'63 
Paul S. Kramer SMG'53,GSM'54* 
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Kravitz 
JohnW. KreyGSM'51 
Julius Krifzman MED'51 
Jonathan N. KrivineCAS72 
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Krosky 
Edward E. Krukonis MED'63 
Caryl Jacobs Kuchman SMG'79 
Phillip Kuhn 
Ralph A. Kulberg CAS'52 
Stephen C. Kunkle LAW'90 
John M. Kurkjian MED'58 
Jack D. Kustanowitz 
Eric W. L. Kwan SDM'91 ,'92 
Harold L. Kwitman SMG73 
Albert Kwong 
Matthew C. Kwong 
Alan J. LaBonte GSM'98/99 
Robbie S. Lacritz 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ladd 
Dorothy P. Ladd 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. Ladd 
Alvin P. Lafon CAS'51 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Lai 
Edwin C. Laird SMG'66 
Merrill W. Lakin SMG'47* 
Charles W. Lamar III LAW'75 
Benjamin F. Lambert CAS'55* 
Peter D.Lamm CAS'74 
Cecelia Lance 
William Landau LAW'59 
John N. Landi DGE'53,COM'55 
Gail L. Landis CAS'74 
Jeffrey H. Lane LAW'75* 
Sarah Baird Lange SSW'93 
Lawrence E. Langsam SMG'57 
Gordon B. Lankton 
Richard A. LaRhette DGE'55,CAS'57 
Winfield M. Latif 
Cynthia M. Latta 
John F. Lawlor CAS'60,GRS'63,70 
Michael S. Liss 
Victoria D. List 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Livingston 
JonC. LochnerCAS'69,MED'69 
Helen S. Lockhart CAS'40,SED'51* 
James B. Lockhart SMG'59,LAW'59 
Joan E. LongwellSON'86 
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Lorch 
William E. Lord DGE'57,COM'59 
Peter B. Loring CAS'67 
Christina E. Lortz CAS'32 
Joseph Loscalzo 
Tru Love COM'95 
Suzanne D. T. Lovett LAW'91 
Seth P. Low 
William P. Luke MED'55 
Joaquin P. Lull Jr. MET'90/92 
Martin W. Lynn CAS'77 
Richard W. MacAdams LAW'75 
Susan MacEachron LAW'75* 
Douglas N. Maclnnis MED'46 
Robert B. MacKay SED'68,GRS'80 
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Mackay 
Elaine Mackowsky SAR'51,SED'62 
Harold B. Mac Mahon SED'40 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald G. MacMullin Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. David B. Maddox 
Joseph E. Magaro MED'61 
Ronald T. Maheu GSM'69* 
Lloyd M.Mahler SDM'83 
J. Michael Mahoney 
Margaret E. Mahoney* 
Nooshin Majdzarringhalam SDM'97 
George K. Makechnie 
SED'29,'31,SAR72 
William I. Malamud Jr. MED'54,Hon.'60 
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Maletz 
JoanB. MalickSFA'65,SED70 
SamanMalkamiSDM'96 
George D. Malkasian Jr. MED'54 
David Mamet 
Neal Mandell MED'86 
Susan T. Mandeville SAR71 
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Mandle 
William M. Manger 
Barbara C. Manning 
Melissa B. Marantz CAS'OO 
Kevin Marden 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mardigian 
Stanley V. Margolin SDM'87 
S c h o o l s a n d 
T h e i r A c r o n y m s 
Listed under names of the current schools are 
most of their earlier names. 
CAS College of Arts and Sciences 
College of Liberal Arts 
CGS College of General Studies 
College of Basic Studies 
;OM College of Communication 
School of Public Communication 
School of Public Relations and Communications 
Division of General Education (now closed) 
College of General Education 
General College 
ENG College of Engineering 
College of Industrial Technology 
GRS Graduate School of Arts and Sciences 
GSM Graduate School of Management 
LAW School of Law 
MED School of Medicine 
MET Metropolitan College 
PAL College of Practical Arts and Letters (now closed) 
Sargent College of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences 
Goldman School of Dental Medicine 
Goldman School of Graduate Dentistry 
School of Education 
School for the Arts 
School of Hospitality Administration 
School of Management 
College of Business Administration 
School of Nursing (now closed) 
School of Public Health 
School of Religious Education and Social Service 
(now closed) 
School of Social Work 
School of Theology 
The University Professors 
Q 
H o n o r 
Ernesto P. Molmenti CAS'85,MED'89 
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Montgomery 
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy J. A. Montgomery 
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Montuori 
Robert W. Moon STH'45 
Leonard Morano 
John P. Morgan SDM'91 
Saul P. Morgenstern SED74 
Charles F. Morrell CAS'42 
Audrey Morris 
Kenneth P. Morrison LAW'83 
Robert Morrison SDM'92 
Clarissa Morse 
Richard P. Morse 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Morse 
Robert J. Moses CAS'68 
Mark B. Moss 
Wesley T. Mott CAS'68,GRS'69/75 
William L. Mount 
Joseph A. Moylan MED'64 
Frank M.Mroz CAS'69 
Mary T Muhlenhaupt SAR76 
Jeffrey S. Muhlrad MED75 
Frances Mulica 
Alicia C. Mullen CAS'83 
Mr. and Mrs. Erhart R. Muller 
Ernesto M.MullerSDM'61 
Vera Klein Muller 
Carlos R. Munoz-Mellowes MED'53/54 
Carla E. Munroe LAW'95 
W. Keith Munsell GSM 71 
Gary Muntz* 
Susan Moran Murphy SED78* 
Timothy R. Murphy 
Georgia Murray and Mark Moloney 
Nancy B. Mutterperl SED'68 
Carl L. Myers Jr. ENG'65 
Patricia Myrer 
Chris M. Nadai COM'81 
Arthur L. Naddell MED'62 
Carolann S. Najarian MED'80 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Najarian 
Leslie J. Nanberg* 
Clare S. Nash LAW'43 
Harold B. Nash LAW'47 
Ted A. Nash DGE'54 
Dan Nathanson SDM'85,'90 
Sami Y. Nawas CGS'85,SMG'87 
NoreenA. Nelson MED'80 
Sarah M. Nelson 
Susan L. Nelson* 
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Nemer 
Peter Nessen 
MaryS. Newman 
Richard W. Newman CAS'35,GRS'56 
Ruth Lane Neyens CAS'63,GSM76 
Mary L. Niles 
R o l l o f 
Raymond P. Norton III SED'68 
Gilbert A. Norwood CAS'53,MED'57 
Amy P. Novikoff SAR72 
Harold S. Novikoff 
MaryR. Nowak CAS'53,GRS'54 
Thaddeus F. Nowak 
CAS'48,GRS'49,COM'52 
Laura M. Nowosielski 
Rodney L. Nussbaum SMG77* 
William C. Nystrom CAS'88 
C. Thomas O'Connell MED'57 
Dennis E.O'ConnellSED'67 
DianneM. O'Connell SED'66 
Ernestine A. O'Connell 
CAS'43,GRS'46,SED'58 
John F. O'Connor MED'57 
Robert J. O'Donnell* 
Thomas E. O'Donovan SMG'58 
Christi J. Offutt LAW'96 
Vincent S. O'Hara CAS'53,MED'57 
Michael K.O'KeefeMET'80* 
Sheridan R. Oldham CAS73,MED76 
Ronald J. OlesonSDM'95 
Lawrence J. Oliveira SDM'72 
Christine Oliver 
Thomas Ollerhead SDM'96,'98 
Gregory H. Olsen 
Carl A. Olsson MED'63 
Laurie Onanian 
Peter Onanian 
Albert W. Ondis CAS'51 
Edward F. O'Neil 
David O'Neill 
Frank G. Oppenheim 
GRS74,SDM76/77 
Thomas P. O'Regan CAS'83,SMG'84 
William J. O'Reilly COM75 
Jacqueline Orr 
James F. Orr III GSM70 
Richard C. Osofsky SDM74 
Robin H. Ottaway 
Mr. and Mrs. Rolf D. Oversvee 
Henry T. Oyama CAS'53,MED'57 
Mary R. Paci 
Theodora Page 
Arthur R. Paik 
Lisa L. Paine 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Palmer 
Jay P. Pandolfo CAS'96 
Emanuel R. Pansa SMG'85 
Taki G. Pantazopoulos CGS'80,ENG'83 
Albert Papoyans 
Gregory T. Parkos GSM'51 
Kenneth R. Parks 
Alan M. Parness LAW70 
Charles R. Parrott SMG'53,LAW64 
Dianne M. Parrotte CAS79,MED79 
L e a d e r s h i p 1 
Arthur M.Pearlman SMG'67 
Howard R. Pearson CAS'49 
David Peascoe 
J. Scott Pennepacker MED'45 
Anthony D. Pennetti CGS76,CAS78* 
Harold E. Perkins CAS'53,STH'55,GRS'59 
Lars D. Perkins 
Maura Lawton Perkins 
Max J. and Hilda D. Perlitsh 
Samuel S. Perlman LAW'68 
Dr. and Mrs. Alan D. Perlmutter 
Burt M.Perlmutter MED'63 
Jona A. Perlmutter 
Finley H. Perry 
Mr. and Mrs. Lovett C. Peters 
Astrid 0. Peterson CAS74,MED77 
James C. Petras SDM'87 
Joseph E. Pezza SDM73 
Fredric Phillips GSM'82* 
Maureen Phillips LAW77 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard D. Phippen 
Karen L. Piatkowski 
Sean Pickett* 
Anne L. Pilert SFA'80* 
Maria M. Pinckney 
Stanley Pine 
Robert Pinsky 
Dennis L Pipher SDM77 
Beatrice L. Pitcher 
Joel H. Pitcoff* 
Rita L. Pitcoff CAS'29 
James C.Pizzagalli LAW'69 
Martin PlautGRS'52,MED'56 
Bettina B. Plevan LAW70 
Jennifer A. Pline 
Gloria Stone Plottel UNI'88* 
Lorenzo P. Plyler STH'57,GRS'61 
Peter E. Pochi MED'55 
Lawrence W. Pocknett CAS'62 
Gregg A. Poirier SMG 78 
Kenneth J. PolcariSMG'83 
Frank L.Politano CAS'71* 
Edward Pomeroy 
Joseph B. Pomeroy CAS75 
Katharine Poole and Marshall A. Wolf 
Mr. and Mrs. William Poorvu 
Richard W. Popiolek 
Mr. and Mrs. Milton B. Popkin 
William E.Poplack MED'63 
Deborah E. Porter 
John H. Porter GRS'69,76 
Susan Lukacs Positan CAS 70 
Wayne J. Positan CAS70 
James E. Post 
Robert B. Potash SMG'70 
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Pounds 
Debra D. Poutsiaka GRS'86,MED'86 
Elton Price GRS'61 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Price Jr. 
Francis W. Pritchard GRS'35,STH'36/39 
Mr. and Mrs. Jay D. Proops 
Pierre E. Provost MED'64 
Richard M. Pryor 
George Putnam 
Roger A. Putnam LAW'51 
Kevin L. Quinn CAS'81 
Saly Quinn CAS78 
William H. Quinn LAW'66 
Albert G. Quinzani SMG'42 
Dr. and Mrs. James M. Rabb 
John Rabinowitz 
Stewart B. Randall COM'80 
Robert D. Rands 
Dr. and Mrs. Keith A. Rangel 
Arthur R. Ransom Jr. SMG'51* 
James W. Rappaport LAW'80 
Niels K. Rathlev 
Hilda RafnerMED'34 
Judith E. Raup 
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Rautenberg 
IverS. Ravin MED'40 
Daniel J. Rea Jr. LAW74* 
Diane C. Reddoch 
Shari E. Redstone LAW'78/81 
Linda Reed 
Melvyn R. Regal SMG'56 
Peter Reich SPH79 
Stephen J. Reichheld SDM'89 
Saly C. Reid 
Alan E. Reider LAW'75 
Dr. and Mrs. Eskild A. Reinhold 
David 1. Reisfeld SMG'92,GSM'99 
Charles E. Reiter III CAS'76 
Kenneth L. Renkens Jr. CAS76,MED'82 
Edward Harvey Resnick LAW 62 
Jeffrey B. Resnick SDM76 
Peter L. Resnik LAW'70 
Josephine V. Riccardi 
Stephen Ricci 
Joseph H. Rice 
Claire Richards 
Rebekah Richardson 
Robert C. Rier SMG'52 
Linda E. RigaliSDM'86 
Darron R. Rishwain SDM'98 
Roger M. Ritt LAW'75,76* 
Michele Ritter COM'92 
Robert A. Ritucci SDM'89 
Deborah A. Robbins* 
David C. Robertson 
Bruce G. Robinson 
John J. Roche LAW'64 
Jorge A. Rodriguez SDM'94 
Theano J. Rodriguez DGE'51,SED'59 
D o n o r s 
George Rosenthal 
Morton Rosenthal 
Robert D. Rosenthal SMG71 
Andrew R. Ross SMG76 
Angela Valenziano Ross SDM'84 
MichaelS. RossSMG'93 
Scott RossiterCAS'72 
Michael 1. Roth LAW71* 
David Rothbaum MED'82 
Daniel E. Rothenberg 
Sarah A. Rothermel LAW'81* 
Carol Michenski Rothman 
CAS'62,MED'66 
Herbert L Rothman MED'66 
Jack S. Rothstein 
Austin L Rounds SMG'48 
Patricia T. Rowe 
Sandra Lee Rowsel SFA' 60 
Allen Rubin LAW'55 
Eugene L. Rubin LAW'61 
Kim M. Rubin LAW'88 
Jordan S. Ruboy GRS'51,MED'55 
Richard Rudders 
Jean P. Rudnick 
Jay Y. Rudo SDM74 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Rueli Jr. 
David J. RuloCAS'83,MED'87 
James A. Rulo SMG'81 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley A. Rutstein 
Tony Ruvolo Jr. MET79 
Richard M. Ryan Jr. CAS'61,SSW64 
William E. Ryckman Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. John Sabo 
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Sadek* 
Jacob Saliba CAS'40/41 
Peter D.Salinger CAS'83 
William Saltonstall 
Audrey J. Samuels SAR'51 
Mitchell Samuelson CAS'56,LAW'60 
Margaret Sand 
Frank J. Santangelo CGS'60,LAW'64 
Francis P. Saunders MED'58 
Tedd R. Saunders 
David E. Savar MED73 
Dorrit M. Saviers GSM78 
Raphael R. Savir* 
Russel C. Sawmiller Jr. STH'52 
Douglas B. Sawyer 
Frank J. Schaberg Jr. CAS'68,MED'68 
Monica J. Schaberg CAS'68,MED'68 
AlanL. Schechter MED78 
Louis J. Scheinman MED75 
Rocco Schelzi 
Scott B. Schermerhom CGS'81,SMG84 
Elihu M. Schimmel 
Robert A. SchlagerSMG'83 
Amy Schlossberg SAR'47 
< 
Joan L. Nissman 
Karen L. Noe COM'80 
Lawrence M. Noe SMG'79 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Roderick Nordell 
Ronald H. Nordin 
John J. Norton LAW'59 
Dr. and Mrs. Timothy A. Patrick 
E. Daniel Patterson SDM 74 
Burton Paul 
Emily M. Paul 
William B. Payton 
Lester C.PeabodySMG'31 
Charles Q. A. Pratt 
Marilyn M.Pratt CAS'61 
Rodney S. Pratt 
Stuart W. Pratt CAS'69 
Nathaniels. Preston CAS'50 
Elizabeth H. Price 
Helen L. Roehrig SMG'40,'55 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Rogers Jr.* 
Mr. and Mrs. Burton D. Rose 
Helen C. Rose 
Linda B. Rosenbloom 
Lawrence Rosenfeld 
4 
P a s s i o n a t 
Bequest Honors Evening Education 
M artha Alden (SMG'56) was a non-tradi-
tional student in several 
senses: she matriculated 
in her mid-30s, dttended 
the College of Business 
Administration but 
majored in psychology, 
and took her courses at 
night. Nevertheless, she 
was a passionate partic-
ipant in University life, 
serving several terms as 
an Evening Division class 
officer and student 
council member, and 
co-founding the 
Evening Protestant Club and a group called the Owls. She 
was named to Scarlet Key, the all-University honorary 
leadership society. 
Martha Alden in the 1956 yearbook. 
Alden, who died in 1999, made a parting gesture that 
bespoke both her fondness for BU and her familiarity with 
the challenges faced by evening students. She earmdrked 
a beguest of approximately $110,000 for the evening 
business program, now a part of Metropolitan College. The 
Edgar B. Pitts Scholarship, established in the name of a 1923 
SMG gradudte and a longtime assistant registrar for the 
Evening Division, will provide findncidl dssistdnce to MET 
undergraduate and graduate students with business 
concentrations. Recipients will be selected by MET's dean, 
in cooperation with the Office of Financial Assistance. 
In 1965, as the student body was becoming more 
geographically diverse, BU estdblished MET in order to help 
maintain its traditional involvement in the educdtion of 
students from the city itself, many of whom have work 
schedules that demand the flexibility of part-time and 
evening study. Toddy, MET enrolls more than 3,500 students, 
conferring undergradudte end graduate degrees in 
subjects ranging from administrative science to computer 
science to arts administration. — Eric McHenry 
Eric Schmidt 
Kevin E. Schmidt CAS'86,MED'86 
Rose Torsney Schmidt 
Susan R.Schmidt CAS'91,GRS'92 
Joan D.SchneiderCOM72 
AlanS.SchneierSMG'69* 
Nancy Q. Schon DGE'48 
Paul A. Schott LAW73 
Hope Feinberg Schroy SSW'96 
Elizabeth L. Schulz 
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Schumann 
Leslie A. Schupak CGS'65,COM'67,71 
Allen B.Schwartz LAW'52 
David N. Schwartz SDM79,MED'82 
George F. Schweitzer COM72 
Richard S. Scipione LAW'62* 
Norman A. Scotch CAS'51 GRS'52 
Richard D. and Mary D. Scott 
Peter B.Seamans LAW'50 
Thomas A. Sears STH'59 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Segall 
Arthur I. Segel 
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Segel 
JanF. SelbySTH'58,'63 
Norman C. Selby 
Mr. and Mrs. Janusz Sendowski 
Jay V. Senerchia SMG77 
Carol Zarel Seplowitz SAR'70 
John Sexton SDM78 
Robert M. Seymour MED'64 
Norman M. Shack LAW'51 
Israel Shaked 
Alan M. Shapiro SMG71,GRS72* 
Edward A. Shapiro LAW'65/66 
Richard A. Shapiro 
Julia R. Sharpe 
Anne W.Shea 
George E. Shea III 
Frank J. Shealey CAS'66,LAW'69 
Steven P. Shearing MED'64 
Thomas J. Sheehy Jr. MED'44 
"matched gift tdeceased 
Paul M. Sheerin Jr. 
Michael C.Sheff CAS'61,SDM'68 
William R. Shek 
Ralph S. Sheridan 
Beatrice B. Sherman 
Norton Sherman 
Ethan M. Shevach CAS'67,MED'67 
Eric R. Shienbrood 
DiepN. Shoemaker GRS'96 
Hugo X. Shong COM'87,GRS'92 
Barrie Shore SMG'53 
Mohammad A. Shuayb SDM'98 
Mr. and Mrs. Garry Shulman 
Ken W. Shuiman LAW74 
Corrine E. Shurte 
Joanne Sidd PAL'48 
Stuart E. Siegel CAS'67,MED'67 
Barry E. Sieger MED'68 
William M. Silver 
Nathan M. Silverstein LAW'50 
L. M. Silvestro 
John R. Simmons MED'50 
Richard L. Simmons MED'59 
Larry L Simms LAW 73 
Marion Appel Simon CAS'59 
Artemis P. Simopoulos MED'56 
Theodore S. Sims 
Gail P. Sinai LAW'85,'91 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph S. Sinclair 
Pamela A. Sinclair CAS'66* 
Linda H. Singer SSW'69 
Mahendrajeet Singh 
Pritam S. Singh MET'83* 
Richard Siry SDM'98 
Sharon L. Sisskind 
John K. Skrypak LAW'82 
David W. Slaby LAW'76 
Carole SlipowitzSSW'84* 
Marjorie W.SIoper SDM'93 
Donald M. Smal 
Andrew L. Smith SAR71 
Charles W. Smith and Hazel 
Smith MET'83 
Douglas E. Smith SDM76 
John P. Smith SDM'97 
Kenneth W.Smith SMG'40 
Loretta M. Smith LAW79 
Marcia Lewis Smith COM74 
Mason R. Smith* 
Wayne E.Smith LAW86* 
Marc A. Snider 
Mark A. and Gwenn M. Snider 
Richard J. Snyder LAW'63 
Julian M. Sobin 
Leila R. Sobin 
Marcia Mitchell Soden 
Richard A. Soden LAW'70 
Lawrence R. Soforenko MET75 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Sommers 
Paul Sonnabend SMG'52 
Shirley C. Sontheimer SMG'58 
Louis V. Sorrentino MED'47 
Rosemary Sorrentino CAS'45,GRS'46 
Anne-Marie Soulliere 
Phylis SpeerSMG'59 
Aaron Spencer SMG'52 
Frank Cole Spencer 
AmySpielman 
Edward Spindell MED'53 
David and Patricia Squire 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Stakely 
Naomi M. Stanhaus SSW70 
Gary L. Stanton MED77 
Lisa Stapleton 
Sarah F. Starr 
Irma Mann Stearns 
Norman S. Stearns MED'47,GRS'50 
Russel J. Stein GSM'98 
Lester A. Steinberg 
Michael Steinberg SMG'82* 
Helen J. Steineker 
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Steiner 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Steiner 
Mr. and Mrs. Max J. Steinmann 
Peter M. Steinmann GSM'91 
Cathleen Stephens-Elis 
Robert M. Stern SDM'89 
Walter H. Stern 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard H. Stevenson 
Campbell Steward 
Douglas W. Stewart SDM71 
Jill O'Mahony Stewart COM'75/76 
Susan P. Stickells 
Mack B. Stokes GRS'40,STH'40 
Edith M. Stokey 
Andrew A. Stolz CAS'74 
David M. Stone CAS'68,SDM74 
Stanley P. Stone CGS'64,SMG'66 
Frank P. Stout SDM'70 
Maureen A. Strafford MED76 
Dr. and Mrs. Arnold Sfrashun 
Janet J. Stratton SED79* 
Donald Straus 
Barney D. Streit SDM '96 
Myles D. Striar 
James S. Strong CGS'85,SMG'87 
Phillip Stubblefield 
Neil Sugarman LAW'65 
Lawrence M. Sullivan 
Mary Sullivan 
Mary E. Sullivan* 
Mary M. Sullivan SED'67 
Michael B. Sullivan SMG'90 
Thomas H. Sullivan LAW'87 
Arthur F. Sun SDM'82/83,'84 
John R. Svenson GSM 75 
Channing S. Swan II CAS70,MED75 
Harry G. Swanhart STH'55,GRS'61 
Edward M. Swartz LAW'58 
Joseph J. Sweeney LAW73 
A. David Sydney MED72 
Frederic J. Syrjala ENG'58,'60* 
Paul H. Tabatabaee SDM'96/99 
Paulett and Ganson Taggart 
Stanley B. Tamkin 
DGE'50,CAS'52,GRS'53 
Mr. and Mrs. John Taplin 
Carl R. Tarabelli SMG'82 
Barry Tarlow CAS'61,LAW'64 
David S.Taub SMG'61 
Bradley Taylor SDM'90 
Charles E. Taylor MED'64 
E.Philip Taylor SMG'33 
Francis C. Taylor GSM74 
Robert E. Taylor SMG71 
John J. Tegan III ENG'88 
Diogo Teixeira 
Ruth H. Terner 
Joseph P. TerrasiSMG'55* 
Frankie A. Tester 
James N. Thacker SDM'84 
Stephen Thomas and Evelyn Blum 
W.Michael Thomas SDM'88 
William Thomas Jr. MED'55 
Oakleigh Thorne COM'81 
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas S. Thomhill 
Andrew Thurber* 
C.Alex To CAS'87,MED'91 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Tobias* 
Herbert C. fobin GRS'93,STH'95 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert I. Tol 
Barbara E. Tornow* 
Jill Torres 
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos H. Tosi 
Nina Totenberg COM'65 
David P. Tracy MED'90 
Ronald C. Trahan SED72 
Judith Lee Treadway SAR'87* 
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Treworgy 
Jeffrey D. Tripp* 
Vincent K. Trosselo SDM'75,77 
Robert S. Trump DGE'68,CAS70 
Michael J. Trunzo CAS'84 
John W. Tuckerman 
Mr. and Mrs. F. Cort Turner 
Norman E. Turner 
Elaine Tveekrem 
R. Burr Tweedy LAW'78 
Charles Booth Twigg 
Peter P. Twining SED71 
Phillip N. Twombly SMG'47 
John K. Twyman Jr. SMG'82 
William B.Tyler LAW'51 
Sanford W. Udis MED'44 
Christopher Umana 
Michael Umana SMG'85 
John M. Underhill SDM'86 
Jeane Ungerleider-Springer 
Daniel Vaisman SMG73 
John H. Valentine Jr. 
Robert 0. Valerio CAS70.MED70 
Maurice Vanderpol MED'49 
Stephen W. Van Evera 
Allan Van Gestel LAW'61 
S.A. Vartanian SON'55 
Allan P. Vaughan CAS70 
Marilyn M. Vender SED76 
Manu Jain Videki 
Robert A. Vigersky CAS70,MED70 
Lefty M. Villa MED'80 
Pedro A. Villa MED'80 
Michael D. Vinick SMG'87 
Linda M. Vitone 
Emil Von Arx III MED'67 
Clara Wainwright 
Donna J. Wainwright 
Donald C. Waite III 
Daniel C. Walden LAW'78* 
Richard E. Waldhorn MED76 
John H. Walker SDM78 
Michael D.Walker MED'60 
Steven F. Walker SMG'80 
David A. Walko CAS'68 
Andrew Wallerstein 
David I. Walsh SED'50 
Diana Chapman Walsh 
COM71,UNI'83,Hon.'94 
Robert Warburton* 
Stephen A. Wasilewski CAS72.MED74 
Robert H. Watts SMG'68 
Walter A. Weaver SDM75 
Mary E. Weber 
Marjorie W. Weil 
Gary L. Weinberger SDM76 
Alan D. Weiner MED'52 
Barry Y. Weiner LAW'66 
Gail R. Weingast MED76 
Efrem Weinreb 
David C. Weinstein DGE70.CAS72 
Norman Weinstein MED'53 
Murray Weinstock MED'65 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Weisman 
Donna M. Weiss 
Fred B. Weiss CAS'85 
Richard B. Weitzen LAW72 
Charles A. Welch MED72 
Sandra Welkes 
Mr. and Mrs. Scott D. Welman 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Wenckus 
RainerWenzSMG'91 
Mr. and Mrs. Greg F. Wermerskirchen 
Edward M. Westerman 
CGS'66,COM'68 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Westheimer 
Craig L. Weston 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Wexler 
Edith G. Weyerhaeuser SED'36 
Elizabeth A. Whalen 
William 0. Wheatley COM70* 
Henry and Joan T. Wheeler 
Marion Caesar Wheeler SON'54,'61 
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Whiston 
Burton White MED'61 
Grace G. White CAS'47* 
Susan Whitehead 
Matthew F. Whitlock 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Whitney 
GayleT. WhittemoreSTH'87 
Eunice E. Wicke CAS'32 
Malcolm H. Wiener 
Henry J. Wilayto COM'52 
MaryJane Wilkinson COM75* 
Alan R. Wilens 
Richard E.Willey SMG'48* 
Earl I. Williams LAW'57 
John A. Wiliams SED70 
Tumika Williams-Wilson MED'85 
Dudley H. Wilis LAW'67 
MichaelS. Willner COM'74 
Marcelle M. Willock GSM'89 
Geoffrey A. Wilson LAW'75 
Jane Wilson 
Peter W. Wilson 
Robert H. Wilson SMG'53* 
Paul S. Winalski 
Don E. and Katherine 
Williams Wineberg 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Winship 
Constance Pinover Winslow SDM78 
Lee H. Winter MED'86 
Stephen Van R. Winthrop 
Kenny Wintman 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank V. Wisneski 
Peter S. Wohlgemuth SDM'84 
Philip W.Wolcott SMG'61 
Philip A. Wolf 
Henry R. Wolfe MED'45 
Richard A. Wolff GRS'37,STH'38 
Richard Wolensak 
Richard J. Wolterman SDM73 
Woo-Hyun Won C0M71GRS77 
Caroline Wood CAS'67,SED73 
Peter W. Wood 
William Wright SMG'44/47* 
Anne Cabot Wyman 
James V. Wyman COM'51 
Stanley B. Wyrwicz SMG74,75 
Wayne Wytrzes 
Richard H. Yamanaka SDM 76 
Luo Yan SFA'90 
Lawrence A. Yannuzzi MED'64 
Joanne Yates 
Lily Moo Young MED'65 
Marion L. Young 
G i v i n g O n l i n e 
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The alumni home page at www.bu.edu/alumni. 
n the first full year in which BU offered online 
giving, our generous alumni and friends made 
more than $19,000 in Web donations. This year 
we've launched d giving site enabling you to make 
a gift directly to University funding priorities or to the 
school or college of your choice. The Suggest a 
Fund option helps you choose where your gift goes 
bosed on your interests. Please help make this 
another record-bredking yedr by sending your gift 
via BU's secure server at www.bu.edu/giving. 
Scott Allen Young CAS'87 
Charles Yu SDM 78 
Donald C.YuSDM'81 
Henry C.YuSDM'83,'84 
John L. Zabriskie Jr. 
Marillyn A. Zacharis 
Dr. and Mrs. Ofer Zajicek 
Arnold I. Zaltas LAW'58 
Edward R. Zanca SDM'81 
ElieA.ZebouniSDM'88,'90/97 
John B. Zedros CGS'80,SMG'82 
Thelma Zelen 
PiroozA. ZiaSDM'95,'96 
Craigie A. Zildjian SED76 
DavidS. Zimble LAW'84,'87 
Elizabeth C. Zimmermann 
Geraldine M. Zipser and 
James R. Allard* 
Richard L. Zizza CAS70,MED79 
David ZolSMG'48,LAW'51 
Linda M. Zug 
Corporations 
and Foundations 
$100,000 and Above 
Anonymous (7) 
Amgen 
Analog Devices, Inc. 
Arthritis Foundation 
Bayer AG 
Beinecke Foundation Inc. 
Boston Breakers 
The Boston Foundation 
The Lynde and Harry Bradley 
Foundation, Inc. 
Burroughs Wellcome Co. 
Celgene Corporation 
The Chace Fund 
Chesebrough-Pond USA Co. 
The Commonwealth Fund 
Corporation For Public Broadcasting 
Louise Crane Foundation 
Cutanogen Corp. 
Arthur Vining Davis Foundations 
Robert E. Davoli and Eileen L. 
McDonagh Charitable Foundation 
DePuy Orthopaedics, Inc. 
Evans Medical Foundation 
The Ford Foundation 
The Foundation for Evangelism 
The Freeman Foundation 
General Electric Company 
Genzyme Corporation 
Gerry Foundation 
GlaxoSmithKline 
William T. Grant Foundation 
Irving B. Harris Foundation 
The Hearst Foundation, Inc. 
The Carl J. Herzog Foundation, Inc. 
Hollinger Digital 
Howard Hughes Medical Institute 
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation 
Joyce Foundation 
KaVo America 
John S. and James L. Knight 
Foundation 
The Jacob and Valeria Langeloth 
Foundation 
Lockheed Martin Corporation 
The Henry Luce Foundation, Inc. 
Lucent Technologies 
March of Dimes Birth Defects 
Foundation 
The Medical Foundation 
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation 
Merck & Co., Inc. 
The New York Community Trust 
Ortho-McNeil Pharmaceutical 
The David and Lucile Packard 
Foundation 
Packard Instruments Company, Inc. 
Pepsi-Co., Inc. 
The Pew Charitable Trusts 
Pfizer, Inc. 
Prevent Blindness America 
The Procter & Gamble Company 
The Renco Group Inc. 
Paul C. and Gladys W. Richards 
Charitable Foundation 
The Scleroderma Federation, Inc. 
SEQUENOM 
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation 
Starr Foundation 
Stratford Foundation 
The Peter and Elizabeth C. Tower 
Foundation 
Vident 
VITA Zahnfabrik 
The Whitaker Foundation 
Whitehall Foundation, Inc. 
The Louis E. Wolfson Foundation 
Wyeth-Ayerst Pharmaceuticals 
Yorkshire Global Restaurants 
Carl Zeiss, Inc. 
M e d i c a l A d v a n c e s 
New Professorships Signal Growth at the School of Medicine 
Three new chairs at the School of Medicine, edch funded by the professor for whom it is named dnd by family, friends, dnd others, solidify the University's commitment to areas of research it has long championed. 
(A fourth, the Thomas J. Ryan Professorship in Cardiovascular Medicine, will be 
dedicated in November. The professorship recognizes Dr. Ryan, professor of 
medicine and chief of cardiology since he arrived at Boston University in 1971, 
for his leadership in cardiac diagnosis and treatment.) 
For City Children 
The Joel and Barbara Alpert Professorship in Pediatrics honors a physician who 
led the drive to improve health care for poor, urban children. Dr. Joel Alpert, 
MED professor of pediatrics and public health, developed dnd popularized the 
concept of pedidtric primary care over thirty years and pioneered the training 
of mediccl residents to provide such care. Through Boston City Hospital (now 
Boston Mediccl Center), he established primary care clinics at community 
health centers around Boston — programs that became national models — and 
developed d MED curriculum that emphasized child development and 
advocacy. Alpert's wife, Barbara, who received her master's degree from the 
School of Public Health, ran continuing education and student education 
programs at MED for more than twenty years. 
In the early 1970s, Dr. Barry Zuckerman was one of the first residents to volunteer 
for Joel Alpert's primary care residency. Now he is first to hold the chair named 
for a man he calls a mentor. 
In June 1999, Hillary Clinton attended the tenth anniversary party of Reach Out 
and Read, the program Barry luckerman founded to make literacy part of 
pediatric primary care. And she posed with Zuckerman; his wife, Pamela; and 
their daughter, Katherine. 
As professor and chairman of pedidtrics dnd public health and chief of 
pediatrics at Boston Mediccl Center, Dr. Zuckerman works with low-income 
children and seeks ways to "rectify the health inequalities that arise from race or 
class issues," he says. An urban hospital is an excellent vantage point from which 
to survey the field, whether treating children, developing policy or curricula, or 
conducting research. "There's always a high level of synergy between what we 
do clinically and where we're headed dccdemically," he notes. 
The new professorship "recognizes the impact of Joel's work in promoting 
training for pedidtric primary care," Zuckerman says. "It signals that this is a 
special area of interest at the School of Medicine. The field has grown in clout 
over the years because of people like Joel." 
The ideas that Alpert championed — continuity of care for children, for 
instance — are now standdrd, Zuckermcn sdys. He carries on Alpert's advococy 
for children's overall health and well-being through programs like Reach Out 
and Read, which he founded in 1989 to promote literacy by giving children a 
book every time they visit their doctor. The program has expanded ecross the 
country, with pediatricians now enrolled at more than a thousand sites. 
Advancing Vascular Medicine 
The Jay and Louise Coffman Professorship in Vascular Medicine recognizes a 
physician and scientist whose affiliation with MED reaches back five decades. 
Dr. Jay Coffman, a 1954 gradudte, rejoined MED as a faculty member in 1960, 
becoming a professor of medicine end the heed of the peripheral vascular 
depdrtment at Boston Medical Center. He is a leader in the study and treatment 
of vascular disedse, credited with driving the field's emergence cs a subspe-
cialty of cardiovascular medicine. His laboratory was funded continuously by the 
Notional Institutes of Health for more than thirty years. Coffman's wife of forty-six 
years, Louise, graduated from the Massachusetts Memorial School of Nursing 
and hds been dctive in various aspects of heolth cere, currently as a volunteer. 
Jay Coffman was one of the first physicians to give vascular medicine en 
identity as a subspecialty of cardiology. In so doing, he gave Dr. Richard Cohen 
a career path. 
The first Coffman professor, Cohen is also professor of medicine, physiology, 
and pharmacology and 
experimental therapeutics at 
MED, and director of the 
vascular biology unit at 
Boston Mediccl Center. "Jay 
invited me to be a clinical 
fellow in his lab in my third 
yedr of training," he recalls. 
"He introduced me to 
vascular research, to 
patient-oriented clinical 
research, and to basic 
mechanisms of vascular 
disease." 
It was a turning point. 
Cohen did basic vascular 
research at the Mayo Clinic, 
then returned to MED and Richard Cohen with technician Shinqin Xu. 
set up his own lab. He's devoted his professional life to studying dnd treating 
diseased blood vessels, estdblishing a top-notch reputation for his research on 
how didbetes, hypertension, and atherosclerosis hamper blood vessel function. 
There are positive developments in vascular research, Cohen says. "We are 
starting to have a deeper understdnding of the molecular mechanisms of how 
risk factors affect vascular function and disease. We're gaining insight into how 
free radiccl ddmage occurs in blood vessels, as well as into the sources of that 
ddmage — which specific proteins are involved in causing the ddmage. The 
hope is that the proteins can be targeted and the consequences reduced." 
The Coffman professorship, Cohen says, "provides stability for this discipline 
end shows a commitment on the part of the institution to vascular medicine." 
Fighting Fat 
The Dr. Ldszlo N. Tauber, M.D., Professorship in Surgery is named for a physician, 
academician, and phildnthropist who has supported mediccl educdtion and 
resedrch for decades. Having immigrated to America from Buddpest by way of 
Sweden in 1947, Tauber established a successful mediccl practice in 
Washington, D.C. He was instrumental in building Jefferson Memorial Hospital in 
Alexandria, Virginia, where he is chairman emeritus of the Department of 
Surgery. A longtime member of MED's Board of Visitors, Tauber supports student 
scholarships at BU and other institutions, as well as the Tauber Institute for the 
Study of European Jewry at Brandeis University and the National Holocaust 
Museum. Tauber's daughter, Ingrid, gradudted from BU in 1973, and his son, 
Alfred, is a professor of medicine at MED. 
As America's problems with obesity become more alarming, a surgical treat-
ment called the gastric bypass has evolved so that it can now save the lives of 
the extremely overweight. Dr. R. Armour Forse, a leader in that evolution, 
oversees a growing obesity treatment program at the Boston Mediccl Center. 
Forse, vice 
chairman of the 
division of surgery, 
performs roughly 
200 gastric 
bypasses a year. 
The procedure is a 
last resort for the 
morbidly obese — 
patients who are 
more than 100 
pounds over their 
idedl weight dnd 
for whom other 
medical interven-
tions have failed. 
By reducing the 
size of the stomach 
and bypassing a portion of the intestine, it essentially forces patients to eat less. 
Forse puts the surgery's success rate at between 80 and 90 percent. 
BU's commitment, evidenced most recently by Forse's appointment as the 
first Tauber professor, "helps people see how important this is. For a long time this 
area of surgery was without much credibility. This gives it credibility." BMC's client 
population is largely predisposed by poverty and ethnic background to obesity 
and related conditions such as hypertension and diabetes. "Now our physicians 
are able to offer patients this therapy," Forse says. 
He is expanding the surgical program into a weight-management program that 
focuses on nutrition and heolth. A leading obesity researcher, he studies the 
mechanisms and processes involved in creating adipose sites — fat — in the 
human body. He olso studies novel nutrients, substances that will help patients with 
diabetes or other conditions that require a restricted diet. — Bari Walsh 
R. Armour Forse and resident Jacques Fontaine. 
T i m e O f f f o r B u s i n e s s 
A t 97, George Beckerman (GSM'40) has been an insulin user longer than anyone else in the nation. But when he talks about himself, it's not so much about diabetes — which he calls "the disease that saved my life" — as 
about the life that was saved by the disedse's demands for clean, healthy living. 
These ddys, Beckerman, who made his fortune in real estate and later in securi-
ties, is sharing his success. He recently established 
the Beckerman-Sutcliffe Prize Fund for scholarships 
at the School of Management. (William Sutcliffe, 
who taught economics while Beckerman was an 
SMG student, was dean from 1941 to 1958.) Next, 
Beckerman hopes to support a new chair at the 
school, in gratitude for two things that once seemed 
beyond his redch: an education and prosperity. 
Beckerman's father sold supplies to businesses 
around Boston, from small hotels to big companies 
like Chickering and Gillette. His mother was in real 
estate. Contrary to their best intentions, those 
ventures conspired to interfere with their son's 
educdtion. Still he managed to get one, in part 
because of his penchant for wandering the streets 
of Boston. 
In 1917, his father's business had d deficit of 
$20,000, a tremendous sum for the ddy. But his 
creditors prevented him from being forced into 
bankruptcy, stipulating that his son be brought into 
the business. Though his mother bitterly opposed 
the agreement, Beckerman left grade school and 
began working twelve-hour ddys, seven days a 
week. "We paid off the debt in the first year," he 
recounts. "Within six years, we were able to retire." 
So at age 19, with less than a grade school 
educdtion, Beckerman found himself walking 
along Boylston Street. "I saw a sign for Huntington 
Summer School. The ided wds that you did a 
year's worth of schooling in nine weeks. I signed 
up for five classes and failed four," he recalls with a smile. "I passed Latin. I loved 
Latin. I went back in the fall, and eventually the Latin master — we called him 
Pa Brown — got me into Amherst." 
George Beckerman (GSM'40) at Reunion in May. 
But his college career was also derailed, this time by his mother's business. 
She had agreed to use the rent earned on a Dedham property to pay for his 
schooling if he maintained the site. "I would get calls from the tenants; drunks 
would have got into the second-floor offices of the building," he recalls. 
"They'd flush their bottles down the toilet. I was always having to come into 
town to get them out of the building dnd to fix 
the pipes. It was a four-and-hdlf-hour train ride 
to Boston. I couldn't keep living in Amherst." 
So he returned to Boston, continuing his 
schooling at Tufts (he earned d bdchelor's 
degree in 1931) while he worked in the redl 
estdte business. He would walk around 
downtown Boston, sizing up empty storefronts 
for purchase. One ddy he sdw an empty 
block. "It had a $20,000 mortgage on it, but I 
got it for $2,000, which was all I had. There 
were nine or ten stores. I got First National in 
there. Then I found a hairdresser dnd a 
shoemaker. I gave those two a year's free 
rent, just so they would move onto my block. 
Eventually, I filled all the stores. Sixteen years 
later, I came out with $103,000 from the sale 
of that block. That gave me money to buy 
other properties." 
He continued to wander Boston streets. 
"I passed by BU's College of Business 
Administration, and I thought, 'I should take a 
course in written English.' I liked the course so 
well I stayed on until I got my M.B.A. in 1940." 
"An educdtion is the best way to get a 
better job," he says. "Boston University means a 
great deal to me because it gave me an 
opportunity to get a master's degree." Now to 
further the educdtion — and careers — of 
other young business people, he hopes to 
endow a professorship at SMG. At the annual alumni awards ceremony in May, 
he announced his intention to make a leadership gift, in thanks for an education 
long in the making. — Lesleigh Cushing 
M u s i c a l L e g a c y a n d a L o v i n g N i e c e 
When violinist Albert Spalding was fourteen, he received a diploma from the Bologna Conservatory. Pretty impressive, even before you realize he was the youngest musician to earn it since Mozart did, fully 133 
years earlier. That began a series of achievements by a man known in the first 
half of the century as America's greatest violinist. A remarkable man, scion of 
the Spalding sporting goods family, Spalding (1888-1953) was keenly interested 
in young violin players, "even when he was young himself," says Suzanne 
Spalding Winston, Spalding's niece. 
So it's only fitting that one way his legacy lives on is through a scholarship for 
violin players at BU's School for the Arts, where he taught from 1950 to 1953. The 
Albert Spalding Fellowship Fund 
wds set up by his widow, and over 
some forty-five years has provided 
financial assistance to gradudte 
violinists. Now Winston hos 
contributed $100,000 to the fund 
through o charitable gift annuity. 
S p o r t i n g a V io l in 
Though Spalding came from a 
family connected to the sports 
world — his father, J. W. Spalding, 
formed the big sporting goods firm 
with his older brother, A. G. 
Spalding, a star pitcher for the 
Boston Red Stockings — music was 
emphasized at home. Spalding's 
mother was a concert pianist, and 
he took up violin at age seven. 
Soon he was taking lessons and 
ddvancing rapidly. 
Albert Spalding. 
Winston remembers him well. "From the time I was a child, he played in our 
home," she notes. "And ds children we dlways went to his concerts in New York. 
He ployed there several times every yedr, including Ccmegie Hall recitals." 
In the 1920s and 30s, Spalding concertized widely in Europe and the United 
Stdtes, recorded more than 150 works, and composed for violin, piano, and 
voice, as well as for chamber ensemble and full orchestra. In a cover story 
marking the centennial of Spalding's birth in 1988, the British violin magazine 
The Strad noted that "Spalding must be considered pdrt of the 'new wave' of 
violinists who embodied the best tonal and musical precepts of the twentieth 
century. . . . His musical inclina-
tions were an extension of his 
refined personality, and his inter-
pretations were respectful of 
whatever musical idiom he 
performed." 
Spdlding gdve his final public 
performance in 1950, and taught 
at BU until his dedth. His pdpers 
are at Special Collections at 
Mugar Library. The Albert 
Spalding Collection is extensive 
— manuscripts, correspondence, 
end recordings, among much 
else — and with Winston's help it 
keeps growing, as she goes 
through family archives. That and 
the Albert Spdlding Fellowship 
ore close to her heort — the 
legdeies of the man who was 
"like a second father to me." 
— Taylor McNeil Suzanne Spalding Winston at BU Alumni Day 
at Tanglewood in July. 
ffi 
W. M. Keck Foundation Funds Research 
H o w S t a r s A r e B o r n 
It's an age-old question: how do stors form? The conventional wisdom is that giant clouds of hydrogen gos swirling with bits of dust grains pull together under the force of gravity to form new stars. But if the process were that 
simple, stars would hove formed quickly and burned out by now, making the 
universe a dark place indeed. Instead, stars form at a slower pace. Recent 
theories suggest that a countervailing force is at work too, applying brakes on 
gravity's pull. Most likely it's the magnetic field that roams the universe, a weak 
force that would slow but not stop the formation of stars. 
Until now, proving or disproving this 
Idtest theory has been impossible. That's 
because measuring the magnetic field is 
difficult — it's c weak force and not easy 
to find, even in our Milky Way galaxy. To 
tackle the problem, astronomers at 
Boston University and the Lowell 
Observatory in Arizona have come up 
with Mimir, a state-of-the-art imaging 
system that they plan to install behind the 
observatory's 72" Perkins telescope 
outside of Flagstaff. 
Essential Mimir components, including 
d detector array for infrared measure-
ments dnd wide-field optics, were 
recently funded by d $500,000 grant from 
the W. M. Keck Founddtion of Los 
Angeles. Conventional telescope instru-
mentation con't detect the week signs of 
the magnetic field, but the $250,000 
infrared detector bought thanks to the 
Taken with a fisheye lens, this photograph shows the 
Milky Way galaxy. 
Keck Foundation will be able to capture them. Adding the wide-field optics 
meons thdt bigger pdtches of the sky can be measured dt once, reducing what 
would hdve been a twenty-year job with the older optics to a four-year effort, 
says project director Dan Clemens, director of BU's Institute for Astrophysical 
Research. "We're going to get nice big panoramic pictures," he says. The Keck 
grant will also fund other crucial equipment, including optics ond electronic 
components, and pdy for some project personnel. 
Mimir — the nome of the figure in Germanic and 
Nordic mythology who wos the "keeper of the well of 
wisdom" —is being built ot BU dnd will be shipped to 
Arizona in the early spring of 2002. It will be the main instru-
ment on the Perkins telescope and the most sensitive 
device cvailable for observation of magnetic fields in 
spdee, Clemens notes. In addition, plonetary (as opposed 
to golactic) science will benefit from Mimir, tracking 
changes on the surfaces and in the dtmospheres of 
planets and moons. Dotd collected will be mdde readily 
available to the scientific community. 
The Keck grant to Mimir supplements considerable 
funding by Boston University ond the Lowell Observotory. 
NASA and the National Science Founddtion dlso 
contributed to Mimir instrumentation. 
Clemens is taking a sabbatical year in calenddr yedr 
2002 dnd will spend several months at the observatory in 
the early spring to get Mimir up and running. "Then I'll do 
pilot observations — magnetic field mapping," he sdys. 
Chdtting about the project in his office on the fifth floor of 
the College of Arts and Sciences building, he hds a glint in 
his eye. "It really is fun," he says. — Taylor McNeil 
B r e a k i n g N e w G r o u n d 
Last September, the first high-rise residence hall in Boston University's Student Village opened to students. This fall, construction is under wdy for the Track & Field dnd Tennis Center, scheduled for completion in 
April 2002. 
"We're also continuing to move forward with the city's approval process 
for developing the Student Villdge drend dnd recreation center," says Michael 
Lynch, assistant vice president for development, athletics and student life. 
Groundbredking is expected in edriy 2002. "The Student Village Campaign has 
already raised close to $19 million," Lynch says. "We're gathering our leadership 
tedm now and talking quietly with a few highly involved alumni." 
Three additional apart-
ment-style buildings will 
complete the new student 
residences. Athletic facilities 
will include d modern gym 
with aerobic and strength-
training equipment, d sports 
medicine unit, a ddnce 
center, end a competition 
and recreational swimming 
pool complex with a diving 
well. "This is d vital step for 
Boston University," Lynch says. 
"Our academic and resedrch 
stature continues to rise, and 
we now need to address our 
concerns for athletic and 
student-life facilities." 
The fundraising cempaign 
"will involve people at all 
levels," Lynch says, reflecting 
the ultimate goal of the ten-
acre hub: to bring together 
members of the BU commu-
nity, students, fdculty, end 
alumni. —Midge Raymond 
Architect's concept of Student Village Complex along Commonwealth Avenue. 
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